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Kendall Walton’s “Fearing Fictions” concerns what is called                           
Ø  the ‘paradox of fiction’: 
 

 

1)  People don’t believe that fictional events actually happened. 
»  When we describe something as ‘fictional’,     
»  we usually mean that we don’t believe that it really exists. 

2)  To respond emotionally to an event,                                     
one must believe that the event actually happened. 

3)  People respond emotionally to fictional events. 
 

 

The three premises of the paradox are incompatible with one another:  
Ø all three cannot be simultaneously true. 

– Different solutions to the paradox of fiction either: 
»  identify which of the premises is false,                                   

but explain why it seems at first to be true 
»  find a way to dissolve the paradox and show that                      

it doesn’t really pose a problem that needs explaining. 

 



Walton presents the following case (probably inspired by video: bit.ly/1WrITXI): 
 

•  “Charles is watching a horror movie about a terrible green slime.  

–  He cringes in his seat as the slime oozes slowly                                                  
but relentlessly over the earth destroying everything in its path. 

–  Soon a greasy head emerges from the undulating mass,                                    
and two beady eyes roll around, finally fixing on the camera.  

–  The slime, picking up speed, oozes on a new course straight toward the viewers. 
Charles emits a shriek and clutches desperately at his chair. 

•  Afterwards, still shaken, Charles confesses that he was "terrified” of the slime.  
Ø Was he?” 

Walton explains that what we really want to know is 
Ø  what psychological relationship to people have to fictional worlds? 

•  “There is a definite barrier against physical interactions                          
between fictional worlds & the real world.  
–  ….But, as Charles's case dramatically illustrates,                                  

this barrier appears to be psychologically transparent. 
»  It would seem that real people can, and frequently do,               

have psychological attitudes [such as fear] toward merely fictional 
entities, despite the impossibility of physical intervention.” (5-6) 

 



Ø  video (Game of Thrones Red Wedding reaction compilation): bit.ly/1kgPLW5 
 

Walton explains that he is skeptical that people really do have        
psychological attitudes toward fictions. 
 

•  “We do indeed get ‘caught up’ in stories; we often become ‘emotionally involved’ 
when we read novels or watch plays or films.  

–  But to construe this involvement as consisting of our having psychological 
attitudes toward fictional entities is, I think, to tolerate mystery & court confusion.  
•  I shall offer a different and…much more illuminating account of it. 

Ø Walton’s solution to the paradox of fiction 
1)  People don’t believe that fictional events really happened. 
2)  To respond emotionally to an event,                                            

one must believe that the event actually happened. 
3)  People respond emotionally to fictional events 

Ø  …is to uphold 1) & 2), but reject 3). 

Walton thinks that the solution to the paradox of fiction  
•  is “crucially related to the basic question of why and how fiction is important,  

–  why we find it valuable, why we do not dismiss novels, films, and plays                     
as ‘mere fiction’ and hence unworthy of serious attention.”  



 

Walton asserts that 
•  if Charles mistook the horror film for a documentary, and thus believed that              

the slime actually exists, then it would make sense for him to be afraid. 

Ø  But insofar as Charles recognizes he is watching a fictional movie,                      
he doesn’t believe that the slime actually exists; 
•  at best, he only believes that it is real in the world of the fictional movie. 

•  “Charles knows perfectly well that the slime is not real & that he is in no danger.  
–  Is he afraid even so? He says that he is afraid, and he is in a state                    

which is undeniably similar, in some respects, to that of a person                      
who is frightened of a pending real world disaster.  

–  His muscles are tensed, he clutches his chair, his pulse quickens, his adrenaline 
flows. Let us call this physiological/ psychological state ‘quasi-fear.’…  

Walton thinks that “Charles's state [of quasi-fear] is crucially different                      
from that of a person with an ordinary case of fear.  

–  …It seems a principle of common sense, one which ought not                              
to be abandoned if there is any reasonable alternative, that fear must be 
accompanied by, or must involve, a belief that one is in danger.  

Ø Charles does not believe that he is in danger; so he is not afraid.” 



 “More sophisticated defenders of the claim that Charles is afraid may argue that 
Charles does believe that the green slime is real and is a real threat to him. 

–  There are, to be sure, strong reasons for allowing that Charles                     
realizes that the slime is only fictional and poses no danger.  
•  If he didn't we should expect him to flee the theater,                                

call the police, warn his family.  

–  But perhaps…Charles believes, in some way                                                         
or ‘on some level,’ that the slime is real                                                             
and really threatens him.  

•  It has been said that in cases like this                                                           
one ‘suspends one's disbelief,’  

•  or that ‘part’ of a person believes something                                          
which another part of him disbelieves, or that one finds oneself (almost?) 
believing something one nevertheless knows to be false.  

Ø We must see what can be made of these notions.” 

Walton will consider ways that his opponents try to work around premise 2): 

2) To respond emotionally to an event, one must believe the event actually happened. 

Ø  …and will claim that since none of these is acceptable, 2) holds. 



bit.ly/1l44kNs: explanation of ‘suspension of belief’ with a Martian at a Shakespeare festival 



•  “One possibility is that Charles half believes that there is a real danger, 
and that he is, literally, at least half afraid.  

 

–  To half believe something is to be not quite sure that it is true,                         
but also not quite sure that it is not true.  

Ø But Charles has no doubts about                                                        
whether he is in the presence of an actual slime.  

»  If he half believed, and were half afraid,                                  
we would expect him to have some inclination                     
to act on his fear in the normal ways.  
•  Even a hesitant belief, a mere suspicion, that the      

slime is real would induce any normal person seriously          
to consider calling the police and warning his family.  

»  Charles gives no thought whatever to such courses of action. 

•  He is not uncertain whether the slime is real;  
•  he is perfectly sure that it is not.” 

screenshot from The Blob (1958),  
of people running screaming from a theater 



•  “Moreover, the fear symptoms that              
Charles does exhibit are not symptoms              
of a mere suspicion that the slime is real         
and a queasy feeling of half fear.  

–  They are symptoms of the certainty of grave 
and immediate danger, and sheer terror.  

–  Charles's heart pounds violently, he gasps 
for breath, he grasps the chair until his 
knuckles are white.  

–  This is not the behavior of a man              
who realizes basically that he is safe         
but suffers flickers of doubt.  

–  If it indicates fear at all, it indicates        
acute and overwhelming terror.  

•  Thus, to compromise on this issue,   
–  to say that Charles half believes                 

he is in danger and is half afraid,  
•  is not a reasonable alternative.” 



•  “One might claim that Charles believes he is in danger,                                               
but that this is not a hesitant or weak or half belief, but rather                                       
a belief of a special kind – a ‘gut’ belief as opposed to an "intellectual" one. 

 

Ø Compare a person who hates flying.  
•  He realizes, in one sense, that airplanes are (relatively) safe… 

Nevertheless, he avoids traveling by air whenever possible. …
And if he must board a plane he becomes nervous & upset.  
•  I grant that this person believes at a ‘gut’ level                                               

that flying is dangerous,                                                
despite his ‘intellectual’ belief to the contrary. 
•  I grant also that he is really afraid of flying. 

 

But Charles is different.  
•  The air traveler performs deliberate actions that one would expect                                   

of someone who thinks flying is dangerous…. 
•  But Charles does not have even an inclination to leave the theater or call the police. 

–  The only signs that he might really believe he is endangered                               
are his more or less automatic, nondeliberate, reactions:  
•  his pulse rate, his sweaty palms, his knotted stomach, his spontaneous shriek. 

–  This justifies us in treating the two cases differently,” 
»  …that is, upholding that Charles isn’t really afraid of the slime. 



•  “Someone might reply that at moments of special crisis during the movie…         
Charles ‘loses hold of reality’ &, momentarily, takes the slime to be real                    
and really fears it.  

–  These moments are too short for Charles to think about doing anything;  
–  so (one might claim) it isn't surprising that his belief and fear                               

are not accompanied by the normal inclinations to act. 

Ø  This move is unconvincing.  

–  In the first place, Charles's                                                                                 
quasi-fear responses are not                                                                            
merely momentary;  

–  he may have his heart in his throat                                                             
throughout most of the movie,  

•  yet without experiencing the slightest inclination to flee or call the police.  

–  These long-term responses, and Charles's propensity                                      
to describe them afterwards in terms of "fear,"  
»  need to be understood even if it is allowed that                                         

there are moments of real fear interspersed among them.” 

•  	   



So, Walton has ruled out the ideas that 
–  Charles half-believes the slime is real 
–  Charles has a gut belief that the slime is real 
–  Charles momentarily believes the slime is real 

…and insists that 
Ø  since Charles does not believe the slime exists, 
Ø  he is not genuinely afraid of the slime. 
 

Nevertheless, Walton does allow that engaging with fictions                                      
can produce real emotions – just not ones that depend    
upon believing that what happens in the fiction is real. 
 

•  “[The movie] might cause him to be afraid of        
something other than the slime it depicts,” 
–  like the possibility that a slime could be real. 

–  For example, “Jaws caused a lot of people to fear 
sharks which they thought might really exist.” 

Ø Jaws produced real fear, because the object          
of that fear isn’t the fictional sharks in the movie,                                                          
but rather real sharks swimming in real oceans. 

•    



“Why is it so natural to describe Charles as afraid of the slime, if he is not,                     
and how is his experience to be characterized?” 
 

Ø  Walton presents a theory of fiction as ‘make-believe’. 
 

–  Propositions that are, as we say, ‘true in (the world of)’ a novel                
or painting or film are fictional. 
»  …in the example discussed above it is fictional that                          

a terrible green slime is on the loose.  

–  Other fictional propositions are associated not with works of art           
but with games of make-believe, dreams, and imaginings.  
»  E.g., in a children’s game, it is true in the game that                          

a glob of mud is a pie. 

•   “Fictional truths come in groups,  
•  and  each of these groups                    

constitutes a ‘fictional world.’ 

•  …There is, roughly, a distinct fictional world 
corresponding to each novel, painting, film,             
game of make-believe, dream, or daydream.” 

Goya, Francisco. (1823) 
Saturn Devoring His Son. 



“All fictional truths are in one way or another man-made.  
 

•  But there are two importantly different ways of making them,  
•  and two corresponding kinds of fictional truths.  

Ø  One way to make a proposition fictional is simply            
to imagine that it is true.  
•  If it is fictional that a person is a hero because he 

imagines himself to be a hero,  
•  then this fictional truth is an imaginary one… 

Ø Fictional truths of the second kind are  
established in a less direct manner,” by setting 
the rules for a game of make-believe.  

»  “The principles in force in a given game       
of make-believe are, of course,  

»  just those principles which participants       
in the game recognize or accept,                 
or understand to be in force.” 



“Representational works of art                                    
generate make-believe truths.” 

Ø  i.e., artworks produce fictional truths by establishing 
the rule that you are supposed to accept whatever 
appears in the fiction as make-believedly true. 

 
•  “Gulliver’s Travels generates the truth that make-

believedly there is a society of six-inch-tall people.  

•  It is make-believe that a green slime is on the loose         
in virtue of the images on the screen of Charles’s      
horror movie.  

Ø  These make-believe truths are generated           
because the relevant principles of make-believe      
are understood to be in force. 

•  But few such principles are ever formulated,    
and our recognition of most of them is implicit.  

•  Some probably seem so natural that we assume 
them to be in force almost automatically.  

•  Others we pick up easily through        
unreflective experience with the arts.” 

illustration from Gulliver’s Travels 



“Compare Charles with a child playing                                        
an ordinary game of make-believe with his father. 
 

•   The father, pretending to be a ferocious monster,          
cunningly stalks the child and, at a crucial moment,         
lunges viciously at him.  
–  The child flees, screaming, to the next room.  
–  The scream is more or less involuntary, and so is the flight. 
–  But the child has a delighted grin on his face even while 

he runs, and he unhesitatingly comes back for more.  

•  He is perfectly aware that his father is only ‘playing,’  
–  that the whole thing is ‘just a game,’ and that only      

make-believedly is there a vicious monster after him.  
•  He is not really afraid.” 



“The child obviously belongs to the fictional world of the game of make-believe.  
 

•  It is make-believe that the monster lunges, not into thin air, but at the child.  
–  Make-believedly the child is in grave and mortal danger.  

•  And when the child screams and runs,  
–  make-believedly he knows he is in danger and is afraid.  

•  The game is a sort of theatrical event in which  
–  the father is an actor portraying a monster  
–  and the child is an actor playing himself. 

I propose to regard Charles similarly.  
 

•  When the slime raises its head, spies the camera,                                          
and begins oozing toward it,  
–  it is make-believe that Charles is threatened.  

•  And when as a result Charles gasps and grips his chair,  
–  make-believedly he is afraid.  

Ø  Charles is playing a game of make-believe                                                       
in which he uses the images on the screen as props.  

–  He too is an actor impersonating himself.” 



“It is clear that Charles imagines himself to be afraid 
of the slime (though he knows he is not).  
 

•  He thinks of himself as being afraid of it;                         
he readily describes his experience as one of "fear”                       
-- once he has a chance to catch his breath.  

•  So it is at least imaginary (and hence fictional)              
that he fears the slime. 

Charles's act of imagining himself afraid of the slime                                                 
is hardly a deliberate or reflective act.  
 

•  It is triggered more or less automatically by                
his awareness of his quasi-fear sensations. 

–  He is simply disposed to think of himself               
as fearing the slime, without deciding to do so,      

–  when during the movie he feels his heart racing,        
his muscles tensed, and so forth. 

–  It is just such a disposition as this…that goes with 
implicit recognition of a principle of make-believe.” 

quasi-fear sensations  
(bodily expressions  

associated with fear) 



“Charles's state of mind supplements the movie he is watching      
in the way an illustration supplements what it illustrates. 
 

•  The movie considered alone establishes a fictional world 
consisting only of the make-believe truths that it generates  

»  (e.g., that make-believedly                                            
there is a green slime on the loose).  

•  But Charles recognizes, in addition, a larger world                    
in which these make-believe truths are joined  
–  by truths generated by Charles's experience                        

as he watches the movie,  
–  and also by truths generated by the images                           

on the screen and Charles's experience together.  

Ø It is only in this more inclusive world                            
that make-believedly Charles fears the slime.  

•  (And it is the larger world that occupies Charles's 
attention when he is caught up in the movie.)” 



Walton likens Charles’ interaction with the film                                                             
to a child playing with a doll: 
•  “Anyone who sees a doll of a certain sort will recognize that                                     

it generates the truth that make-believedly there is a blonde baby girl.  
•  The doll, regarded simply as a sculpture to be observed                                        

from a distance, generates make-believe truths such as this.  

–  But a child playing with the doll is playing                                                                
a more personal game of make-believe, one in which                                        
she herself is a self-portraying actor and the doll serves as a prop.  
•  What she does with the doll generates make-believe truths,  
•  e.g., …that make-believedly she is dressing the baby for a trip to town.  

Ø  Similarly, Charles uses the screen images as props                                                         
in a personal game of make-believe                                                                                 
in which he himself is a character.  

 

–  He plays his own game with the images.  
–  …the relations and interactions between Charles                                                   

& the images do generate a number of important make-believe truths:  
•  that make-believedly Charles notices the slime & stares apprehensively at it,  
•  that make-believedly it turns toward him & attacks,                                       

and that make-believedly he is scared out of his wits.” 



Suppose that during the movie Charles exclaims,                                              
deliberately, to a companion or to himself,  
•  "Yikes, here it comes! Watch out!”  

Ø  How are we to understand this verbal action? 

•  … Charles is doing just what actors do, pretending to make an assertion.  
–  He is pretending to assert (seriously) that the slime is headed his way. 

•  … Charles understands his utterance of 'Here it comes!' to generate the 
truth that make-believedly he asserts (seriously) that the slime is coming.  

–  He is playing along with the fiction of the movie,                             
incorporating it into a game of make-believe of his own. 

We all have a “habit of playing along with fictions, of make-believedly asserting, 
pretending to assert, what we know to be only make-believedly the case.” 
 

•  We know that when we say something like 
–  “Rose told Jack she would never let go                                                                

– and then she did” 

•  …we mean that, make-believedly, 
–  “In the fictional world of the movie Titanic,                                                    

Rose told Jack…” 



“We have here a particularly intimate relation                                                        
between the real world & fictional worlds.  
 

•  Insofar as make-believe truths are generated                                                                
by a spectator's or reader's state of mind,  
–  he is no mere "external observer" of the fictional world.  

•  Ascertaining what make-believedly is true of himself                                                     
is to a large extent a matter of introspection                                                                
(or of whatever sort of "privileged access"                                                                  
one has to one’s own beliefs & sensations).  

–  In fact when Charles watches the horror movie,                   
for example,  
•  introspection is involved in ascertaining not merely                                     

that make-believedly he is afraid of the slime,  
•  but also make-believe truths about the nature and 

progress of his fear.  

–  …it is by attention to the nature of his own      
actual experience that Charles is aware                  
of make-believe truths about the nature of his fear.”  



“ We see, now, how fictional worlds can seem to us                                                       
almost as "real” as the real world is,  
•  even though we know perfectly well that they are not.  

–  We have begun to understand what happens when we get emotionally "involved" 
in a novel or play or film, when we are "caught up in the story.” 

•  On my theory we [get emotionally involved in fictions] not by                           
promoting fictions to our level but by descending to theirs.  

–  Make-believedly we do believe, we know,                                                            
that Huck Finn floated down the Mississippi.  

–  And make-believedly we have various feelings                                                     
and attitudes about him and his adventures.  

Ø Rather than somehow fooling ourselves into thinking fictions are real,           
we become fictional. 

–  So we end up "on the same level" with fictions.  
–  And our presence there is accomplished                                                    

in the extraordinarily realistic manner that  I described.  

Ø This enables us to comprehend our sense of closeness to fictions,        
without attributing to ourselves patently false beliefs. 



“We are now in a position to expect progress on the       
fundamental question of why and how fiction is important.  
Ø  Why don't we dismiss novels, plays, and films as ‘mere fiction’    

and hence unworthy of serious attention?” 

–  “…I suggest that much of the value of dreaming, fantasizing,  
and making-believe depends crucially on one's thinking of 
oneself as belonging to a fictional world.  

•  It is chiefly by fictionally facing certain situations,    
engaging in certain activities, and having or expressing 
certain feelings, I think, 
–  that a dreamer, fantasizer, or game player            

comes to terms with his actual feelings –  
–  that he discovers them, learns to accept them, purges 

himself of them, or whatever exactly it is that he does. 

–  If I am right about this, people can be expected to derive         
similar benefits from novels, plays, and films  
Ø only if it is fictional that they themselves exist and participate          

(if only as observers) in the events portrayed in the works,  
 

–  i.e., only if my theory is on the right track.” 



A more immediate benefit of my theory is its              
capacity to handle puzzles.  
 

•  First, consider a playgoer who finds happy endings   
asinine or dull, and hopes that the play he is watching  
will end tragically.  
–  He "wants the heroine to suffer a cruel fate,"                

for only if she does, he thinks,                                    
will the play be worth watching.  

–  But at the same time he is caught up in the story      
and ‘sympathizes with the heroine’;                           
he ‘wants her to escape.’ 

Ø It is obvious that these two apparent desires     
may perfectly well coexist,”   

Ø even though they are contradictory. 

•  My theory provides a neat explanation.  
–  It is merely make-believe that the spectator 

sympathizes with the heroine & wants her to escape.  
–  And he (really) wants it to be make-believe               

that she suffers a cruel end.  
Ø He does not have conflicting desires.”  



•  The second puzzle concerns why it is that works last as well as they do,  
•  how they can survive multiple readings or viewings without losing their effectiveness. 

–  …how can there be suspense if we already know how things will turn out? 
•   Children, far from being bored by familiar stories,                                      

often beg to hear the same ones over and over again. 

•  None of this is surprising on my theory.  

–  The child hearing Jack and the Beanstalk                                             
knows that make-believedly Jack will escape,  

–  but make-believedly she does not know that he will                            
until the reading of the passage describing his escape.  

»  She is engaged in her own game of make-believe during the reading, 
»  a game in which make-believedly she learns for the first time     

about Jack and the giant as she hears about them. 

•   One cannot learn, each time one hears the story,          
what make-believedly Jack and the giant do,                  
unless one always forgets in between times.  

•  But one can and does participate each time               
in a game of make-believe.” 


